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1. Introduction     
 
There is a need for computers to be capable to interact naturally with the user, in similar 
way as human-human interaction takes place. Adding perceptual abilities to computers 
would enable computers and humans to work jointly more in partner manner. A user-
friendly computing system should be aware of the person's context so that it can respond 
appropriately to user's intentions and anticipate his or her needs. To achieve such 
functionality, the system needs to integrate a wide variety of visual functions, like 
localization, object tracking and recognition, action recognition, categorization, interactive 
object learning. 
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a research discipline that is concerned with the 
design, implementation and evaluation of interactive computing systems for human use. 
Most of the research in this area focuses on developing of user-friendly interfaces. Although 
existing interfaces are designed with human user in mind, many of them are far from being 
user-friendly end effective. So, if we put in a computer between two people communicating 
in a natural way, the effective bandwidth and naturalness of the communication will be reduced. 
Thus, a very important issue is how to accomplish synergism between man and the computer.  
The idea of ambient intelligence is a promising area of human-computer interaction. An 
ambient intelligence environment is sensitive to the presence of people and responsive to 
their needs. It consists of devices that are integrated into environment and work in concert 
to support people in carrying out their everyday life activities. The unobtrusive layout 
should be adaptive, which means that it should change in response to user needs. Instead of 
single and predefined model, such a system acquires its knowledge via interaction with the 
user and the usage of multiple modules and pathways. To achieve goals of that kind the 
research interest has shifted from generic computer vision systems towards vision modules 
able to solve more specific tasks. However, multi-module vision systems running in real-
world scenarios and integrating several different vision behaviors are only sparsely reported 
in the literature. 
The objective of this work is to present the methods and techniques for construction of 
vision systems that can perform tasks oriented towards human-computer interaction. 
Particular emphasis is placed on algorithms using images acquired in realistic settings and 
through employing both static and dynamic information to allow knowledge acquisition and 
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interpretation. It presents efficient and adaptive algorithms, which can operate over long 
period of time, in varying illumination conditions, with complex background. It is devoted 
to adaptive object tracking along with unsupervised learning algorithms. It presents 
adaptive observation models for probabilistic tracking. Particle filters built on such adaptive 
models are presented. A template based tracking, where the target is represented by a 
collection of rectangular regions is discussed. Every such a region votes in a common map 
reflecting the possible positions and the scales of the object. The mentioned above 
algorithms were tested using various test sequences. The attention is focused on human 
head/face, one of the most important features in tasks consisting in people tracking and 
action recognition. The efficiency of the algorithms is demonstrated in several real scenarios, 
among others in tasks consisting in person following via a real mobile agent, which is 
equipped with an on-board camera. The mentioned above algorithms constitute a vision 
system with adaptation and learning capabilities, which can operate on images with 
complicated background, taken in highly varying illumination conditions. 
 
2. Current Research  
 
Most of the research in human-computer interaction is connected with analysis of the 
dynamics of human face and body. HCI research devoted to human face is mainly 
concentrated on face detection, face recognition, tracking of location of the head/face, 
tracking of head pose, eye tracking, recognition of head gestures, recognition of facial 
expressions. Research work that is connected with the human body focuses on human 
detection, gesture as well as recognition of gestural commands, body motion analysis, 
human tracking, 3D body tracking. Although great progress has been achieved in human 
machine interaction, most researches still treat the above ingredients separately and the 
complete systems are reported only sparsely in the relevant literature. Little work has been 
done in order to endow computers with ability to see where humans are. Here, we evoke 
some recent surveys, then we present some methods that have been successfully applied in 
practice, and finally expand the discussion to areas not covered in previous surveys. 
Extensive surveys have been published in several HCI fields such as face detection (Yang et 
al., 2002), face recognition (Zhao et al., 2003), facial expression analysis (Fasel and Luettin, 
2003), gesture recognition (Pavlovic et al., 1997, Mitra and Acharya, 2007), human motion 
analysis (Gavrila, 1999, Aggarwal and Cai, 1999, Wang et al., 2003). A survey presenting the 
use of vision in HCI, particularly in the area of head tracking can be found in work (Porta, 
2002, Kisacanin, 2005). The authors of work (Jaimes and Sebe, 2007) give an overview of 
multimodal human machine interfaces. 
One of the methods that was applied in practice is eye tracking. The study of eye 
movements pre-dates the widespread use of personal computers. Eye tracking in the field of 
human-computer interaction has demonstrated modest growth both as a means of studying 
the suitability of computer interfaces and as a means of interfacing with the computer. An 
eye tracker is a device measuring both eye positions and eye movements. The commercially 
available eye tracking systems are mounted on the participant’s head or remotely in front of 
the participant (Duchowski, 2002). Typically they acquire reflections of the infrared light 
from both the retina and cornea. The problem of constraining the relationship between the 
eye and the user is one of the obstacles for incorporation of eye tracking in broader scope of 
the practice use. Great progress has been made in reducing this barrier, but from the user 
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perspective the existing solutions remain far from optimal (Jacob et al., 2003). Some recent 
advances in integrating computer interface and eye tracking make possible a mapping of 
fixation points to visual stimuli (Crowe et al., 2000, Reeder et al. 2001). The gaze tracker 
proposed in work (Ji and Zhu, 2004) can perform robust and accurate gaze estimation 
without calibration through the use of procedure identifying the mapping from the pupil 
parameters to the coordinates of the screen. The mapping function can generalize to other 
participants not attending in the training. A survey of work related to eye tracking can be 
found in (Duchowski, 2002). 
 The Smart Kiosk System (Rehg et al., 1997) uses vision techniques to detect potential users 
and decide whether the person is a good candidate for interaction. It utilizes face detection 
and tracking for gesture analysis when a person is at a close range. CAMSHIFT (Bradski, 
1998) is a face tracker that has been developed to control games and 3D graphics through 
predefined head movements. Such a control is performed via specific actions. When people 
interact face-to-face they indicate of acknowledgment or disinterest with head gestures. In 
work (Morency et al., 2007) a vision-based head gesture recognition techniques and their 
usage for common user interface is studied. Another work (Kjeldsen, 2001) reports 
successful results of using face tracking for pointing, scrolling and selection tasks. An 
intelligent wheelchair, which is user-friendly to both the user and people around it by 
observing the faces of both user and others has been proposed in work (Kuno et al., 2001). 
The user can control it by turning his or her face in the direction where he or she would like 
to turn. Owing to observing the pedestrian’s face it is able to change the collision avoidance 
method depending on whether or not he or she notices the wheelchair. In related work 
(Davis et al., 2001) a perceptual user interface for recognizing predefined head gesture 
acknowledgements is described. Salient facial features are identified and tracked in order to 
compute the global 2-D motion direction of the head. A Finite State Machine incorporating 
the natural timings of the computed head motions has been utilized for modeling and 
recognition of commands. An enhanced text editor using such a perceptual dialog interface 
has also been described. 
Ambient intelligence, also known as Ubiquitous or Pervasive Computing, is a growing field 
of computer science that has potential for great impact in the future. The term ambient 
intelligence (AmI) is defined by the Advisory Group to the European Community's 
Information Society Technology Program as "the convergence of ubiquitous computing, 
ubiquitous communication, and interfaces adapting to the user". The aim of AmI is to 
expand the interaction between human beings and information media via the application of 
ubiquitous computing devices, which encompass interfaces creating together a perceptive 
computer environment rather than one that relies exclusively on active user input. These 
information media will be available through new types of interfaces and will allow 
drastically simplified and more intuitive use. The combination of simplified use and their 
ability to communicate will result in increased efficiency of the contact and interaction. One 
of the most significant challenges in AmI is to create high-quality, user-friendly, user-
adaptive, seamless, and unobtrusive interfaces. In particular, they should allow to sense far 
more about a person in order to permit the computer to be more acquainted about the 
person needs and demands, the situation the person is in, the environment, than current 
interfaces can. Such devices will be able to either bear in mind past environments they 
operated in, or proactively set up services in new environments (Lyytinen and Yoo, 2002). 
Particularly, this includes voice and vision technology.  
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Human computer interaction is very important in multimedia systems (Emond, 2007) 
because the interaction is basic necessity of such systems. Understanding the meaning of the 
user message and also the context of the messages is also of great importance for 
development of practical multimedia interfaces (Zhou et al., 2005).  
 Common industrial robots usually perform repeating actions in an exactly predefined 
environment. In contrast to them service robots are designed for supporting jobs for people 
in their life environment. These intelligent machines should operate in dynamic and 
unstructured environment and provide services while interaction with people who are not 
especially skilled in a robot communication. In particular, service robots should participate 
in mutual interactions with people and work in partnership with humans. In work 
(Medioni, 2007) visual perception for personal service robot is discussed. A survey of the 
research related to human-robot interaction can be found in (Goodrich and Schultz, 2007, 
Fong et al., 2003). Such a challenging research is critical if we allow robots to become part of 
our daily life.. Several significant steps towards a natural communication have been done, 
including use of spoken commands and task specific gestural commands in order to convey 
complex intent. However, meaningful progress in the development is required before we 
can accomplish communication that feels effortless. Automating the use of human-machine 
interfaces is also a substantial challenge.  
 
3. Particle Filtering for Visual Tracking 
 
Assume that a dynamic system is described by the following state-space model 
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where nt R∈x  denotes the system state, mt R∈z  is the measurement, nt R∈u  stands for 
the system noise, mt R∈v  express the measurement noise, and n  and m  are dimensions of 
tx  and tz , respectively. The sequences }{ tu  and }{ tv  are independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.), independent of each other, and independent of the initial state 0x  with a 
distribution 0p . For nonlinear models, multi-modal, non-Gaussian or any combination of 
these models the particle filter provides a Monte Carlo solution to the recursive filtering 
equation 11:111:1 )|()|()|()|( −−−−∫∝ ttttttttt dpppp xzxxxxzzx , where },...,{ 1:1 tt zzz =  
denotes all observations from time 1 to current time step t . It approximates )|( :1 ttp zx  by a 
probability mass function  
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where δ  is the Kronecker delta function, )(itx  are random points and )(itw  are 
corresponding, non-negative weights representing a probability distribution, i.e. 
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11
)( =∑ =Ni itw . If weights are i.i.d. drawn from an importance density )|( :1 ttq zx , their 
values should be set according to the following formula: 
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Through applying the Bayes rule we can obtain the following recursive equation for 
updating the weights 
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where the sensor model )|( )(ittp xz  describes how likely it is to obtain a particular sensor 
reading tz  given state 
)(i
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describing the state evolution from 
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tx . In order to avoid degeneracy of the 
particles, in each time step new particles are resampled i.i.d. from the approximated 
conditional density. The aim of the re-sampling (Gordon, 1993) is to eliminate particles with 
low importance weights and multiply particles with high importance weights. It selects with 
higher probability particles that have a high likelihood associated with them, while 
preserving the asymptotic approximation of the particle-based posterior representation. 
Without re-sampling the variance of the weight increases stochastically over time (Doucet 
et al., 2000). Given Nw it /1
)(
1 =− , the weighting function is simplified to the following form: 
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If a filtering algorithm takes the prior )|( 1−ttp xx  as the importance density, the importance 
function reduces to =− ),|( )( 1)( tititq zxx )|( )( 1)( ititp −xx , and in consequence the weighting 
equation takes the form )|( )()( itt
i
t pw xz∝ . This simplification leads to bootstrap filter 
(Gordon, 1993) and a variant of a well-known particle filter in computer vision, namely 
CONDENSATION (Isard and Blake, 1998). 
The generic particle filter operates recursively through selecting particles, moving them 
forward according to a probabilistic motion model that is dispersed by an additive random 
noise component, then evaluating against the observation model, and finally resampling 
particles according to their weights in order to avoid degeneracy. The algorithm is as 
follows: 
1.  Initialization. Sample )(0
)1(
0 ,...,
N
xx  i.i.d. from the initial density 0p  
2. Importance Sampling/Propagation. Sample )(itx  from Nip
i
tt ,...,1),|(
)(
1 =−xx  
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3. Updating. Compute )()|(ˆ )(1
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i
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ttt wp xxzx −∑= = δ  using normalized weighs: 
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4. Resampling. Sample )()1( ,..., Ntt xx  i.i.d. from )|(ˆ :1 ttp zx  
5. 1+← tt , go to step 2. 
The particle filter converges to the optimal filter if the number of particles grows to infinity. 
The most significant property of the particle filter is its capability to deal with complex, non-
Gaussian and multimodal posterior distributions. However, the number of particles that is 
required to adequately approximate the conditional density grows exponentially with the 
dimensionality of the state space. This can cause some practical difficulties in applications 
such as articulated body tracking (Schmidt et al., 2006). In such tasks we can observe 
weakness of the particle filter consisting in that the particles do not cluster around the true 
state of the object as the time increases, and instead they migrate toward local maximas in 
the posterior distribution. The track of the object can be lost if particles are too diffused. If 
the observation likelihood lies in the tail of the prior distribution, most of the particles will 
become meaningless weights. If the system model is inaccurate, the prediction done on the 
basis of the system model may be too distant from the expected state. In case the system 
noise is large and the number of particles is not sufficient, poor predictions can also be 
caused by the simulation in the particle filtering. To deal with the mentioned difficulties 
different enhancements to presented above algorithm have been proposed, among others 
algorithms combining extended Kalman filter/unscented Kalman filter with generic particle 
filter (Merve, 2001). Such particle filters incorporate the current observation to create the 
more appropriate importance density than the generic particle filter, which utilizes the prior 
as the importance density. 
 
4. Head Tracking Using Color and Ellipse Fitting in a Particle Filter 
 
Most existing vision-based tracking algorithms give correct estimates of the state in a short 
span of time and usually fail if there is a significant inter-frame change in object appearance 
or change of lighting conditions. These methods generally fail to precisely track regions that 
share similar statistics with background regions. 
Service robots are designed for supporting jobs for people in their life environment. These 
intelligent machines should operate in dynamic and unstructured environment and provide 
services while interaction with people who are not especially skilled in a robot 
communication. A kind of human-machine interaction, which is very interesting and has 
some practical use is following a person by a mobile robot. This behavior can be useful in 
several applications including robot programming by demonstration and instruction, which 
in particular can contain tasks consisting in a guidance a robot to specific place, where the 
user can point to object of interest. A demonstration is particularly useful at programming 
of new tasks by non-expert users. It is far easier to point towards an object and demonstrate 
a track, which robot should follow, than to verbally describe its exact location and the path 
of movement (Waldherr at al., 2000). Therefore, robust person tracking is important 
prerequisite to achieve the mentioned above robot skills. However, vision modules of the 
mobile robot impose several requirements and limitations on the use of known vision 
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systems. First of all, the vision module needs to be small enough to be mounted on the robot 
and to derive enough small portion of energy from the battery, which would not cause a 
significant reduction of working time of the vehicle. Additionally the system must operate 
at an acceptable speed (Waldherr at al., 2000). 
Here, we present fast and robust vision based low-level interface for person tracking 
(Kwolek, 2004). To improve the reliability of tracking using images acquired from an on-
board camera we integrated in probabilistic manner the edge strength along the elliptical 
head boundary and color within the observation model of the particle filter. The adaptive 
observation model integrates two different visual cues. The incorporation of information 
about the distance between the camera and the face undergoing tracking results in robust 
tracking even in presence of skin colored regions in the background. Our interface has been 
used to conduct several experiments consisting in recognizing arm-postures while following 
a person via autonomous robot in natural laboratory environment (Kwolek, 2003a, Kwolek, 
2003b). 
 
4.1 State space and dynamics 
The outline of the head is modeled in the 2D-image domain as a vertical ellipse that is 
allowed to translate and scale subject to a dynamical model. The object state is given by 
},,,,,{ yy ssyyxx &&&=x , where },{ yx  denotes the location of the ellipse center in the image, x& 
and y& are the velocities of the center, ys  is the length of the minor axis of the ellipse and 
ys&  is the rate at which ys  changes.  
Our objective is to track a face in a sequence of images coming from an on-board camera. To 
achieve robustness to large variations in the object pose, illumination, motion, etc. we use 
the first-order auto-regressive dynamic model ttt A vxx += −1 , where A  denotes a 
deterministic component describing a constant velocity movement and tv  is a multivariate 
Gaussian random variable. The diffusion component represents uncertainty in prediction.  
 
4.2 Shape and color cues 
As demonstrated in (Birchfield, 1998) the contour cues can be very useful to represent the 
appearance of the tracked objects with distinctive silhouette when a model of the shape can 
be learned off-line and then adapted over time. The shape of the head is one of the most 
easily recognizable human parts and can be reasonably well approximated by an ellipse. 
Therefore a parametric model of the ellipse with a fixed aspect ratio equal to 1.2 is utilized to 
calculate the likelihood. During tracking the oval shape of each head candidate is verified 
using the sum of intensity gradients along the head boundary. The elliptical upright outlines 
as well as masks containing interior pixels have been prepared off-line and stored for the 
use during tracking. The contour cues can, however, be sensitive to disturbances coming 
from cluttered background, even when detailed models have been used. 
When the contour information is poor or is temporary unavailable color information can be 
very useful alternative to extract the tracked object. Color information can be particularly 
useful to support a detection of faces in image sequences because the color as a cue is 
computationally inexpensive (Swain and Ballard, 1991), robust towards changes in 
orientation and scaling of an object being in movement. The discriminative ability of color is 
especially worth to emphasize if a considered object is occluded or is in shadow, what can 
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be in general significant practical difficulty using edge-based methods. Robust tracking can 
be accomplished using only a simple color model constructed in the first frame and then 
accommodated over time. One of the problems of tracking on the basis of analysis of color 
distribution is that lighting conditions may have an influence on perceived color of the 
target. Even in the case of constant lighting conditions, the apparent color of the target may 
change over a frame sequence, since other objects can shadow the target. 
Color localization cues can be obtained by comparing the reference color histogram of the 
object of interest with the current color histogram. Due to the statistical nature, a color 
histogram can only reflect the content of images in a limited way (Swain and Ballard, 1991). 
In particular, color histograms are invariant to translation and rotation of the object and they 
vary slowly with the change of angle of view and with the change in scale. Additionally, 
such a compact representation is tolerant to noise that can result from imperfect ellipse-
approximation of a highly deformable structure and curved surface of face causing 
significant variations of the observed colors. 
A color histogram including spatial information can be calculated using a 2-dimensional 
kernel centered on the target (Comaniciu et al., 2000). The kernel is used to provide the 
weight for color according to its distance from the region center. In order to assign smaller 
weights to the pixels that are further away from the region center a nonnegative and 
monotonic decreasing function Rk →∞),0[:  can be used (Comaniciu et al., 2000). The 
probability of particular histogram bin u at location x  is calculated as 
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where ix  are pixel locations, L  is the number of pixels in the considered region, constant r  
is the radius of the kernel, δ  is the Kronecker delta function, and the function 
},...,1{: 2 KRh →  associates the bin number. The normalization factor rC  ensures that 
1
1
)( =∑ =Ku udx . This normalization factor can be precalculated (Comaniciu et al., 2000) for 
the utilized kernel and assumed values of r . The 2-dimensional kernels have been prepared 
off-line and then stored in lookup tables for the future use. The color representation of the 
target has been obtained by quantizing the ellipse's interior colors into K bins and extracting 
the weighted histogram. To make the histogram representation of the tracked head less 
sensitive to lighting conditions the HSV color space has been chosen and the V component 
has been represented by 4 bins while the H and S components obtained the 8-bins 
representation.  
To compare the histogram Q  representing the tracked face to the histogram I  obtained 
from the particle position we utilized the metric ),(1 QIρ− , which is derived from 
Bhattacharyya coefficient ∑ == Ku uu QIQI 1 )()(),(ρ . The work (Comaniciu et al., 2000) 
demonstrated that the utilized metric is invariant to the scale of the target and therefore is 
superior to other measures such as histogram intersection (Swain and Ballard, 1991) or 
Kullback divergence. 
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Based on Bhattacharyya coefficient we defined the color observation model as 
22
1
1)2()|( σ
ρ
σπ
−−−= ep C xz . Owing to such weighting we favor head candidates whose 
color distributions are similar to the distribution of the tracked head. The second ingredient 
of the observation model reflecting the edge strength along the elliptical head boundary has 
been weighted in a similar manner 
2
2
1
1)2()|( σ
φ
σπ
g
ep G
−−−=xz , where gφ  denotes the 
normalized gradient along the ellipse's boundary.  
 
4.3 Probabilistic integration of cues 
The aim of probabilistic multi-cue integration is to enhance visual cues that are more reliable 
in the current context and to suppress less reliable cues. The correlation between location, 
edge and color of an object even if exist is rather weak. Assuming that the measurements are 
conditionally independent given the state we obtain the equation 
)|()|()|( t
C
tt
G
ttt ppp xzxzxz ⋅= , which allows us to accomplish the probabilistic 
integration of cues. To achieve this we calculate at each time t  the L2 norm based distances 
)( j
tD , between the individual cue's centroids and the centroid obtained by integrating the 
likelihood from utilized cues (Triesch et al., 2001). The reliability factors of the utilized cues 
)( j
tα  are then calculated on the basis of the following leaking integrator )()()( jtjtjt αηαξ −=& , 
where ξ  denotes a factor that determines the adaptation rate and 
))(tanh(5.0 )()( baD jt
j
t +−⋅=η . In the experiments we set 3.0=a  and 3=b . Using the 
reliability factors the observation likelihood has been determined as follows: 
 [ ] [ ] )2()1( )|()|()|( tt tCttGttt ppp αα xzxzxz ⋅= ,  10 )( ≤≤ jtα .  (7) 
 
4.4 Adaptation of the color model 
The largest variations in object appearance occur when the object is moving. Varying 
illumination conditions can influence the distribution of colors in an image sequence. If the 
illumination is static but non-uniform, movement of the object can cause the captured color 
to change alike. Therefore, tracker that uses a static color model is certain to fail in 
unconstrained imaging conditions. To deal with varying illumination conditions the 
histogram representing the tracked head has been updated over time. This makes possible 
to track not only a face profile which has been shot during initialization of the tracker but in 
addition different profiles of the face as well as the head can be tracked. Using only pixels 
from the ellipse's interior, a new color histogram is computed and combined with the 
previous model in the following manner )()( 1
)( )1( ut
u
t
u
t IQQ γγ +−= − , where γ is an 
accommodation rate, tI denotes the histogram of the interior of the ellipse representing the 
estimated state, 1−tQ is the histogram of the target from the previous frame, whereas 
Ku ,...,1= . 
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4.5 Depth cue 
In experiments, in which a stereovision camera has been employed, the length of the minor axis 
of the considered ellipse has been determined on the basis of depth information. The system 
state presented in Subsection 4.1 contains four variables, namely location and speed.  The 
length has been maintained by performing a local search to maximize the goodness of the 
observation match. Taking into account the length of the minor axis resulting from the depth 
information we considered smaller and larger projection scale of the ellipse about two pixels. 
Owing to verification of face distance to the camera and face region size heuristics it is 
possible to discard many false positives that are generated through the face detection 
module. 
 
4.6 Face detection 
The face detection algorithm can be utilized to form a proposal distribution for the particle 
filter in order to direct the particles towards most probable locations of the objects of 
interest. The employed face finder is based on object detection algorithm described in work 
(Viola et al., 2001). The aim of the detection algorithm is to find all faces and then to select 
the highest scoring candidate that is situated nearby a predicted location of the face. Next, 
taking the location and the size of the window containing the face we construct a Gaussian 
distribution ),|( 1 tttp zxx −  in order to reflect the face position in the proposal distribution. 
The formula describing the proposal distribution has the following form: 
 ( ) )|()1(),|(,| 111 −−− −+= tttttttt ppq xxzxxzxx ββ  (8) 
 
The parameter β  is dynamically set to zero if no face has been found. In such a situation 
the particle filter takes the form of the CONDENSATION (Isard and Blake, 1998). 
 
4.7 Head tracking for human-robot interaction 
The experiments described in this Section were carried out with a mobile robot Pioneer 2DX 
(ActivMedia Robotics, 2001) equipped with commercial binocular Megapixel Stereo Head. 
The dense stereo maps are extracted in that system thanks to small area correspondences 
between image pairs (Konolige, 1997) and therefore poor results in regions of little texture 
are often provided. The depth map covering a face region is usually dense because a human 
face is rich in details and texture, see Fig. 1b. Owing to such a property the stereovision 
provides a separate source of information and considerably supports the process of 
approximating the tracked head with an ellipse of proper size. 
A typical laptop computer equipped with 2.5 GHz Pentium IV is utilized to run the software 
operating at images of size 320x240. The position of the tracked face in the image plane as well 
as person’s distance to the camera are written asynchronously in block of common memory, 
which can be easily accessed by Saphira client. Saphira is an integrated sensing and control 
system architecture based on a client server-model whereby the robot supplies a set of basic 
functions that can be used to interact with it (ActivMedia Robotics, 2001). During tracking, 
the control module keeps the user face within the camera field of view by coordinating the 
rotation of the robot with the location of the tracked face in the image plane. The aim of the 
robot orientation controller is to keep the position of the tracked face at specific position in 
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the image. The linear velocity has been dependent on person’s distance to the camera. In 
experiments consisting in person following a distance 1.3 m has been assumed as the 
reference value that the linear velocity controller should maintain. To eliminate needless 
robot rotations as well as forward and backward movements we have applied a simple logic 
providing necessary insensitivity zone. The PD controllers have been implemented in the 
Saphira-interpreted Colbert language (ActivMedia Robotics, 2001).  
To test the prepared software we performed various experiments. After detection of possible 
faces, see Fig. 1. a,b, the system can identify known faces among the detected ones, using a 
technique known as eigenfaces (Turk and Pentland, 1991). In tracking scenarios consisting in 
realization of only a rotation of mobile robot, which can be seen as analogous to experiments 
with a pan-camera, the user moved about a room, walked back and forth as well as around 
the mobile robot. The aim of such scenarios was to evaluate the quality of ellipse scaling in 
response of varying distance between the camera and the user, see Fig. 1. e,h. Our 
experimental findings show that owing to stereovision the ellipse properly approximates the 
tracked head and in consequence, sudden changes of the minor axis length as well as 
ellipse's jumps are eliminated. The greatest variability is in horizontal motion, followed by 
vertical motion. Ellipse's size variability is more constrained and tends towards the size 
from the previous time step. By dealing with multiple cues the presented approach can track 
a head reliably in cases of temporal occlusions and varying illumination conditions, see also 
Fig. 1. c, even when person undergoing tracking moves in front of the wooden doors or 
desks, see also Fig. 1. c - h. Using this sequence we conducted tracking experiments 
assuming that no stereo information is available. Under such an assumption the system state 
presented in Subsection 4.1 has been employed. However, considerable ellipse changes as 
well as window jitter have been observed and in consequence the head has been tracked in 
only the part of the sequence. 
Figure 2. demonstrates some tracking results that were obtained in experiments consisting 
in person following via the mobile robot. As we can see, the tracking techniques described 
above allow us to achieve the tracking of the person in real situations, under varying 
illumination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Face detection in frame #9 (a), depth image (b), #44 (c), #45 (d), #69 (e), #169 (f), #182 
(g), #379 (h) 
b) a) 
h) 
c) d) 
e) f) g) 
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 The tracker runs with 400 particles at frame rates of 13-14 Hz. The face detector can localize 
human faces in about 0.1 s. The system processes about 6 frames per second when the 
information about detected faces is used to generate the proposal distribution for the 
particle filter. The recognition of single face takes about 0.01 s. These times allow the robot 
to follow the person moving with a walking speed. 
 
5. Face Tracking for Human-Computer-Interaction 
 
5.1 Adaptive models for particle filtering 
Low-order parametric models of the image motion of pixels laying within a template can be 
utilized to predict the movement in the image plane (Hager and Belhumeur, 1998). This 
means that by comparing the gray level values of the corresponding pixels within region 
undergoing tracking, it is possible to obtain the transformation (giving shear, dilation and 
rotation) and translation of the template in the current image (Horn, 1986). Therefore, such 
models allow us to establish temporal correspondences of the target region. They make 
region-based tracking an effective complement to tracking that is based on classifier 
distinguishing between foreground and background pixels. In a particle filter the usage of 
change in transformation and translation 1+Δ tω  arising from changes in image intensities 
within the template can lead to reduction of the extent of noise 1+tν  in the motion model. It 
can take the form (Zhou and Chellappa, 2004): 111 ˆ +++ +Δ+= tttt νωωω . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Person following with a mobile robot. In 1-st and 3-rd row some images from on-board 
camera are depicted, whereas in 2-nd and 4-th row the corresponding images from an 
external camera are presented 
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5.2 Head tracking for human-robot interaction 
Let txI ,  denote the brightness value at the location },{ 21 xx=x  in an image Ι  that was 
acquired in time t . Let R  be a set of J  image locations },...,1|{ )( Jjj =x  defining a 
template. },...,2,1|{)( )( , JjIY
j
txt ==R  is a vector of the brightness values at locations )( jx  in 
the template. We assume that the transformations of the template can be modeled by a 
parametric motion model );( tg ωx , where x  denotes an image location and 
},...,,{ )()2()1( ltttt ωωω=ω  denotes a set of l  parameters. The image variations of planar 
objects that undergo orthographic projection can be described by a six-parameter affine 
motion models (Hager and Belhumeur, 1998): 
 
uxxωx +=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡= A
u
u
ec
da
g
2
1
);(  (9) 
 
where Tuuedca ),,,,,( 21=ω . With these assumptions, the tracking of the object in time t  
can be achieved by computing 1+tω  such that )(ˆ));(( 11 RR ttt YgY =++ ω , where the template 
)(ˆ RtY  is in pose determined by the estimated state.  
Given a set },...,1|,{ )()( NnwS nt
n
t == ω  of weighted particles, which approximate the 
posterior distribution )|( :1 tt Yp ω , the maximum aposteriori estimate (MAP) of the state is 
calculated according to the following formula: 
 
)(
:1 maxarg)|(maxargˆ
n
tttt wYp
tt ωω
ωω ≈=  
(10) 
 
The motion parameters in time 1+t  take values according to the following formula: 
 
))]ˆ;(()(ˆ[ˆ 111 tttttt gYYA ωωω RR +++ −+= . (11) 
 
This equation can be expressed as follows: 111 +++ Δ=Δ ttt A yω . Given N  measurements we can 
estimate matrix 1+tA  from matrices consisting of adjoined vectors 1+Δ tω  and 1+Δ ty (Horn, 1986): 
 
]ˆ,...,ˆ[ )()()1()1( Nt
N
ttttM ωωωω −−=Δ  
]ˆ,...,ˆ[ )()()1()1( Nt
N
tttt YYYYY −−=Δ . 
(12) 
(13) 
 
Using the least squares (LS) method we can find the solution for 1+tA  (Horn, 1986):  
 
1
1 ))((
−
+ ΔΔΔΔ= TttTttt YYYMA . (14) 
 
Singular value decomposition of tYΔ  yields: Tt UWVY =Δ . Taking q  largest diagonal 
elements of W  the solution for 1+tA  is as follows: Tqqqtt UWVMA
1
1
−
+ Δ= . The value of q  
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depends  on the number of diagonal elements of W that are below a predefined threshold 
value. 
In the CONDENSATION algorithm we utilized the following motion model:  
 
111
ˆ +++ +Δ+= tttt νωωω , (15) 
 
where 1+tν  is zero mean Gaussian i.i.d. noise, independent of state and with covariance 
matrix Q  which specifies the extent of noise. 
When individual measurements carry more or less weight, the individual rows of 
yω Δ=Δ A  can be multiplied by a diagonal matrix with weighting factors. If the diagonal 
matrix is the identity matrix we obtain the original solution. In our approach such row 
weighting is used to emphasize or de-emphasize image patches according to number of 
background pixels they contain. The background pixels can be detected by a supplementing 
tracker, built on different cues, with different failure mode.  
 
5.3 Appearance modeling using adaptive models 
Our intensity-based appearance model consists of three components, namely, the W-
component expressing the two-frame variations, the S-component characterizing the stable 
structure within all previous observations and F-component representing a fixed initial 
template. The model },,{ tttt FSWA =  represents thus the appearances existing in all 
observations up to time 1−t . It is a mixture of Gaussians (Jepson et al., 2001) with centers 
},,|{ , fswiti =μ , their corresponding variances },,|{ 2, fswiti =σ  and mixing probabilities 
},,|{ , fswim ti = . 
The update of the current appearance model tA  to 1+tA  is done using the Expectation 
Maximization (EM) algorithm. For a template )(ˆ t,R,Y  corresponding to the estimated state 
we evaluate the posterior contribution probabilities as follows: 
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where fswi ,,=  and Jj ,...,2,1= . If the considered pixel belongs to background, the 
posterior contribution probabilities are calculated using )( 1,
ˆ j
xI : 
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This prevents the slowly varying component from updating by background pixels. The 
posterior contribution probabilities (with ∑ =i jtio 1)(, ) are utilized in updating the mixing 
probabilities in the following manner: 
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fswimom jti
j
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1, =−+=+ γγ , (18) 
 
where γ  is accommodation factor. Then, the first and the second-moment images are 
determined as follows: 
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In the last step the mixture centers and the variances are calculated as follows: 
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When the considered pixel belongs to background, the mixture center in the component 
expressing two-frame variations is updated according to:  
 
,ˆ )( ,
)(
1,
j
lx
j
tw I=+μ  (21) 
 
where index l  refers to last non-background pixel. 
In order to initialize the model 1A  the initial moment images are set using the following 
formulas: ),( 01,1,1 tImM s R=  and )),(( 2021,1,1,2 tImM ss R+= σ . The observation likelihood 
is calculated according to the following equation: 
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In the particle filter we use a recursively updated mixture appearance model, which depicts 
stable structures in images seen so far, initial object appearance as well as two-frame 
variations. If a supplementing tracker with different failure mode is used, the update of 
slowly varying component is done using only pixels that are labeled as belonging to 
foreground. In pairwise comparison of object images we employ only non-background 
pixels and in case of background we use the last foreground pixels. Our probabilistic models 
differ from those proposed in (Zhou and Chellappa, 2004) in that we adapt models using 
information about background.  
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5.4 Face tracking using particle filter built on adaptive appearance models 
Figure 3. shows tracking the face of a person on images acquired by a camera mounted on 
the computer monitor. The experiments have been done in a typical home environment. The 
camera was located in front of wooden doors or furniture. In such a scenario a typical color 
based tracker can have severe difficulties in following the face because the skin color form 
clusters, which overlap with colors of pixels belonging to wood. In the depicted images we 
can see that the jitter of the tracking window is relatively low. However, this gray-level 
image based tracker failed in frame #36.  
 
Figure 4. depicts some tracking results which have been obtained in experiments with 
partial occlusions of the face undergoing tracking. In image #25 we can observe that despite 
of the considerable occlusion of the face, the template’s location has not been shifted from 
desirable location. However, in images #45, #55 we can notice that in response to the 
occlusion of the face the template has been moved to left side. Therefore, the part of the 
template learned some background pixels. After the occluding book has been moved to the 
right a considerable jitter of the template has been observed in our experiment. Due to the 
mentioned above undesirable effects the tracking failed in some of our other experiments. 
In Fig. 5. we present some tracking results that were obtained on another test sequence1. 
However, as we can see, the tracker failed in frame #33. In this experiment far larger 
tracking window has been utilized in order to cover the area of the face to be tracked. 
 
6. Tracking using Multi-Part Object Representation 
 
6.1 The algorithm 
In work (Pérez et al., 2002) it has been demonstrated that multi-part object representation 
leads to better tracking. The authors proposed a method consisting in dividing the object to be 
                                                 
1
 Available on: http://research.microsoft.com/vision/cambridge/i2i 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Face tracking using particle filter built on adaptive appearance models. Frames #1, 
#20, #25, #30, #35 (from left to right and from top to bottom) 
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tracked into non-overlapping rectangular regions and then computing in each such a sub-
region a color histogram. The observation model has been constructed under assumption 
that image data in different sub-regions are independent. The object likelihood was 
proportional to the exponential of negative sum of squared distances between histograms. In 
(Fieguth et al., 1997), rectangle sub-regions that are defined within the extent of the object to 
be tracked are employed to calculate the averaged color of pixels. The object tracking is 
achieved through an exhaustive search in a confidence region. An occlusion model has been 
developed to discriminate between good and spurious measurements.  
Cognitive science states that complex entities are perceived as composition of simple elements. 
Objects are represented through such components and the relations between them (Ommer 
et al., 2006). One of the disadvantages of color histograms is the loss of spatial information. To 
incorporate such information in the object representation we divide the object template into 
adjoining cells, regularly spaced within the extent of the target to be tracked. We compute 
histograms within such regularly spaced cells using a fast method that has been proposed in 
(Porikli et al., 2005). Given the estimated position in the previous frame and the histograms 
within object at the estimated position we employ the chi-square test between such 
histograms and histograms extracted from cells within the template at candidate position. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Face undergoing tracking via particle filter built on adaptive appearance models. 
Frames #1, #15, #25, #45, #55 (from left to right and from top to bottom) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Face tracking using particle filter built on adaptive appearance models. Frames #1, 
#32, #33 (from left to right and from top to bottom) 
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The 2X  test is given by: ∑ +−= i icieicie hhhh ))/()(( 2,,2,,2X , where ieh ,  and ich ,  represent 
the number of entities in the i-th bin of the histograms, and a low value for 2X  indicates a 
good match. The distances are transformed into likelihoods through the usage of 
exponential function. We seek for the object in the new frame within a search window, 
which center is located at the previous object position. At each candidate position we 
compare the corresponding histograms and the result is utilized to vote for the considered 
position. Every cell votes in its own map. Then we combine the votes in a relevance map, 
which encodes hypothesis where the target is located in the image. In order to cope with 
partial occlusions we employ a simple heuristics aiming at detecting outliers. If the 
difference between corresponding histograms is below a certain level the score in the 
relevance map remains unchanged. The level for each cell is determined individually using 
the distances between histograms from the initial template and corresponding histograms 
from few first frames. Similar test is performed with respect to the actual medians. 
 
6.2 Face tracking using multi-part representation 
In Fig. 6 we can observe that this algorithm temporally failed in frame #35 and then 
recovered in later images. However, as we can see in frames #53 and #77 a considerable 
jitter accompanied the tracking of the face. The tracker is able to track the face under severe 
rotations, see frames #134 - #173. However, the tracking of the face ends with considerable 
jitter of the window, see frame #175. 
Figure 7. shows some tracking results in case of partial occlusions of the face. In image #25 
we can see that despite of the occlusion the window of the tracker has not been shifted from 
desirable location, see also Fig. 4. However, the occlusion of the face from the opposite side 
caused severe shifts of the tracked window, see also frame #48. In consequence, the tracker 
temporally failed in frame #55 and then recovered in the next frames.  
In the tracking results presented in Fig. 8 we can see that the tracker can fail in some images. 
Its advantage is that it can deal with severe rotations of face undergoing tracking. However, 
in order to achieve such functionality, relatively large tracking windows should be employed 
in the course of the tracking. In the discussed experiments the template has been divided 
into four non-overlapping sub-regions. In order to take advantages of the tracker in the last 
sequence, the number of sub-regions should be something larger, say eight sub-regions. 
 
7. Combined Face Tracker 
 
Obtaining a collection consisting of both positive and negative examples for on-line learning 
is a complex task. In work (Zeki, 2001) the author argues that the human visual system 
consists of a number of interacting but still autonomously operating subsystems that process 
different object representations. Within such a mechanism, the subsystems can serve 
mutually in course of learning and bootstrapping of object representations. This inclined us 
to construct an object tracker consisting of two independent trackers with different failure 
modes, complementing each other and operating in co-training framework. The co-training 
approach has been employed in previous work (Levin et al., 2004), in which a tracker starts 
with a small training set and increases it by co-training of two classifiers, operating on 
different features. 
In the combined algorithm we utilize the trackers presented in the last two Sections. Our  
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Fig. 7. Face tracking using multi-part object representation in case of occlusions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Face tracking using multi-part object representation in case of occlusions. Frames #1, 
#15, #25, #45, #46, #48, #55, #65, #70 (from left to right and from top to bottom) 
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experiments demonstrated that even very simple combined algorithm based on the distance 
between the locations of windows, which have been determined via the employed trackers, 
leads to considerable improvement of tracking, see Fig. 9 and 10. As we already mentioned in 
the previous Section, in our combined tracker the adaptive appearance models are learned 
on-line using only foreground pixels, owing to the estimates determined by the complementary 
tracker. The information about distance between the locations of windows allows us to 
detect such pixels easily. What more, given such information we can accommodate the 
histograms of the object parts, which likely belong to the tracked object. In consequence, the 
drift of the part-based tracker is smaller. This in turn allows us to accommodate the 
histograms with rather lower risk that they will be updated via non-object pixels.  
In the results depicted in Fig. 9 the size of the windows of both trackers has been estimated on 
the basis of depth map, which has been determined by the stereovision system. The depth 
map has also been utilized in labeling of the pixels for the adaptation. Assuming that the face 
is relatively flat we exclude pixels too distant from the distance of the template to the camera.  
Typically, in the combined face tracker the distance between the windows of the utilized 
trackers is small. In the part-based tracker we tried to determine the rotation of the template 
though searching for the best one using information on the similarities of the histograms. 
However, in the course of the tracking the orientation of the template estimated in such a way 
considerably fluctuates about the true template orientation. Therefore, better results were 
achieved using the orientation estimated by adaptive appearance model based tracker. This 
in turn allowed us to accommodate the histogram in experiments like these depicted in Fig. 11.  
 
8. Conclusions 
 
We have discussed adaptive algorithms for face tracking. Face tracking is one of the most 
important research directions in human machine interaction with many possible 
applications, for example see work (Tu et al., 2007). The algorithms were validated in 
various test sequences and demonstrated their great potential to be used in applications 
employing human face to complement the opportunities offered by the computer mouse. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Face tracking using multi-part representation. Frames #1, #51, #86, #112, #126, #200  
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Fig. 9. Face tracking via combined algorithm. Frames #1, #20, #25, #30, #35, #40 #59, #85, #104 
     
Fig. 10. Tracking of the face undergoing occlusion using combined algorithm. Frames #1, 
#15, #25, #45, #55 
The distance map provided by stereovision system offers great possibilities to construct robust 
algorithms for human-machine interaction. The proposed algorithms for adaptation and 
unsupervised learning were tested in real home/laboratory scenarios, and acknowledged 
great ability to deal with varying illumination conditions as well as complex background.  
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Fig. 11. Face tracking using combined algorithm. Frames #1, #51, #86, #112, #126, #135  
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